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1. Introduction. The Wiener space C2 of functions of two variables is the

collection of continuous functions }x(/, t) } on the unit square OSt, tSI

satisfying x(0, t) =x(<, 0) =0. Integration on this space was first introduced

by T. Kitagawa in his Analysis of variance applied to function spaces [2].

There he defined the Wiener integral for functionals on C2 of the type

Hixiti, T-f), • • • , x(/r, rf)) where i?(r?n, • • • , ??„) is a function of rs real vari-

ables {rjhk} ih=l,2, ■ ■ • ,r,k = l,2, - • • , s) and {th}, {r*} are preassigned

division points of the unit intervals O^fgl, O^r^l satisfying 0 = /0^i

S ■ • • StrStr+i = l,0=ToSTiS • ■ ■ St8St,+i = 1. The Wiener integral for

this class of functionals was defined to be

p w

I    Hixiti, n), • • • , *(/,, T,))dwx

/x /» oo r       B

■  •  •     I      P(l?ll, '  - • , Irs) II II piAh,k)drni ■ • • dt]r,s
-OO d -OO A-l   * = 1

where

PiAhJ,) = [x(/» - th-/)iTk - n-i)]1'2

(—iVh,k  —  Vh.k-l  —  Vh-l,k + Vh-ljc-l)2)
•exp <-> •

{ ilk  —   tk-l)iTk  —  Tk-l) J

He gave no proof that this definition of Wiener integral could be extended

to more general functionals or that it had the properties of a Lebesgue

integral.

It is the purpose of the present paper to define an interval class (or semi-

algebra) of subsets of the C2 space, a set function on this interval class and

then prove that this set function is indeed a measure defined on the interval

class. Once this is accomplished the measure can be extended to a measure

on the Caratheodory extension of the interval class in the usual way. With

this Caratheodory extension measureable functionals on C2 may be defined
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and their integration on d may be considered. This not only makes integra-

tion of more general functionals than those in [2] possible but it also puts

the subject on a firm logical foundation instead of mere optimism.

The definitions of the interval class and the Wiener measure are given by

(2.1), (2.2), (2.3).
2. Definition of Wiener measure for C2. For the convenience we shall use

different notations from those in [2]. Each element of d will be written

f(x, y). Then d is the collection of real valued continuous functions/(x, y)

on the domain Ofgx, y fg 1 satisfying/(0, y) =f(x, 0) =0. A pair of real num-

bers (x, y) with 0 fgx, y fg 1 is made to correspond to a point in the unit square

of the xy-plane in the usual way. If P is a point in this square with coordi-

nates (x, y), we will write/(P) for/(x, y).

A class $ of subsets of a space S is called an interval class if the following

three conditions are satisfied:

1. If h, IiES, then hCU&g.
2. 0, SG3-
3. If 7G,_1, then there exists a finite sequence of elements of A, I0, P, • • • ,

In such that 2 = JoC2iC • ■ ■ CIn = S and 7y-7y_iG<| (« = 1, 2, • • • , »).
A nonempty class ff of subsets of a space 5 is called a field of sets if the

union of any two elements of ff and the complement of every element of ff

are also elements of ff. If further the union of any countable collection of

elements of ff belongs to ff then ff is called a Borel field of sets. In particular

a field of sets is an interval class.

An extended positive valued set function m(I) on an interval class g is

called a measure if it is countably additive and m(0)=O. Here by the ex-

tended positive number system we mean all the non-negative numbers and

+    ».

To define an interval class A of subsets of d, let two finite sequences of

numbers 0 = x0<xi< • • ■ <xmfgl, 0 = y0<yi< • • • <y„fg 1 and a Lebesgue

measurable set E of the ww-dimensional Euclidean space Rmn be given. Let

a subset 7 of Ci corresponding to the two sequences and the measurable set

E he defined by

l{ xi, • ■ ■ , xm, yi, • • • , y«, E]

(2.1)
= {/G C_;[/(*_, yi), ■ ■ ■ ,f(xm, yf)] G E}.

The mn points in the unit square, (xi, yf), - - ■ , (xm, yf), and the set E will

be called restriction points and restricting set of the set 7. For a given collec-

tion of mn restriction points and a given restricting set a subset 2 of d is

uniquely determined by (2.1), but the converse is not true. For instance

for the subset 2 defined by (2.1) we may throw in a few more partition points

in the intervals Ofgxfgl, Ofgyfgl, so that there are p and q additional parti-

tion points on the unit x-interval and the unit y-interval respectively; let

the restriction at each of the additional restriction points (x,-, yy) be the trivial
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restriction — °o </(xt-, yf) < + °° and let the restriction set be E®Rpn+Qm+pq,

a Lebesgue measurable set in P(m+j,)(„+g). The subset of C2 defined with the

im+p)in+q) restriction points and the restricting set R(m+P)^n+q) is identical

with the one defined by (2.1).

Now let g be the collection of subsets of C2 of the type (2.1). To show that

g is an interval class, or even more that g is a field of sets, we observe the

following. When we have two sets p{xn, • • ■ , Xi,mv yn, ■ ■ ■ , yi,ni, £1} and

I2{x2i, • ■ ■ , x2,m2, y2i, • • • , y2,n2> P2} we can make them comparable in

terms of their restricting sets by using the Cartesian product of the partition

points {xn, • • • , Xi,mi} W {x2i, • • • , x2,m2} and {yn, • • • , yi.m}

\j{yii, • ' • . V2,n2} as their restriction points by means of adding trivial re-

striction at each newly introduced restriction point and extending their re-

striction sets to two Lebesgue measurable sets Pi' and P2' of the same

Euclidean space. Then in comparing p and I2 we only have to compare £1'

and P2'. This procedure can be generalized for any finite collection of sets

h, I2, • • • , lu If restricting sets Pi, E2, - - - , Ei are extended by the above

procedure to El, El, ■ • • , El all in the same Euclidean space then I3

= IiU/2 if and only if £3' =£1' W£2', I2=ihY if and only if £2' = (£1')" and

Is = hr\I2 if and only if Ei = El C\E2. From the first two of the above three

propositions and from the fact that the collection of Lebesgue measurable

sets is a Borel field of sets, it follows that g is a field of sets and in particular

an interval class.

Now if an interval I Eg is defined by (2.1), then mil) is given by

(2.2) mil) =  J imn) J  W{xu • ■ ■ , xm, yu • • • , yn}duu - - - dumn

where

W{xi, ■ • • , xm, yi, • • • , yn}

1

(2.3) {irmn[xiix2 - xi) • • • ixm - Xm-i)]"[yi(y2 - yf) • • • (y» - yn-i)}m}1'2

( ™      "      [Uij -  Ui,j-i  -  Ui-i,j + tt,-_i,y_i]2)

•exp <- 2^2--;-^7-:-f
(.     l=i ,-=i (x,- — Xi-f)iyj — yj-f) )

with the understanding that Mo,3 = m,-,o = 0. Now in view of the fact that mil)

ior the interval I as given by (2.1) is defined by means of the restriction

points and the restricting set that appear in (2.1) and that the expression of

an interval by restriction points and restricting set is not unique, it is neces-

sary to prove the independence of the value mil) from the choice of restric-

tion points and restricting set of I. This is done in §3.

3. Uniqueness of the definition of the set function mil). To prove the

uniqueness of the definition of w(J) we show that when a finite number of

partition points of the intervals Ogxgl, Ogy^l are added and trivial re-
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strictions are added at the additional restriction points, the value of m(I)

remains unchanged. It suffices to consider, for instance, the introduction of an

additional partition point £ satisfying Xk-i<t;<Xk together with trivial re-

strictions at (£, yi), • • • , (§, yf)- With the partition points *_,•••, x„_i, £,

Xk, ■ • ■ , xm and y_, • • • , yn, w.(2) is given according to (2.2), (2.3), by

ri n mW = I (ww) I w{*i» •■■>*»! yii ••• i y»}
(3.1) J E      J

■K{xk-i, £, *_, yi, • • • , yn}c^Mn, • • • , c2wm,„

where

X{*i_i, J, **, yi, • • • , yn]

_ _(Xk ~ Xk-l)"12_

" t"/2[« - **-i)(** - Q]n/2[yi(y2 - yi) • • • (y„ - yB-_)]"2

•        (n) I     exp ̂  2J-7-ZTT--:—
J-x     J-x       ( j-iL        (xk — f)(yy - y._i)

(»y — »y_i — Mt_i.y + M__i,y_i)2

(£ - xk-i)(yj - yy_i)

(tt„,y — tt*,._i — «*-i,y + Uk-i,j-i)2~\\   ,
-\-> dvi • • • dvn.

(xk - Xk-i)(yj - yy-i) J)

Thus, for the uniqueness of m(I) we only have to show that

K{xk-i, £, xk, yi, • • • , y„} = 1.

In evaluating K if we let w_=i>i, w_ = i>_ — Vi, • • • , w„ = .>„ —_i„_i, then the

integral in the right hand of (3.2) becomes

j    "      (Uk,j — Uk.j-i — Uk-i.j + W*-i.y_i)2l

I y-i (** - xk-i)(yj - yy-i) /

(3-3)      -II exP1—7-^7-r
y_i L J-*       \    (xk - $)(y,- - y.-i)

(Wj — Uk-l.j + Uk-i,j-i)2\ "1
-> dwj  .

(£ - **_i)(yy - yy-i)   )       J
For the integrands in (3.3) we write

(uk,, — Uk,j-i — wi)2      (wj — Uk-ij + Uk-ij-i)2

„ _.     (xk - £)(yj - yj-i) (Z - xk-i)(yj - yi-i)
(3.4)

2                                  /           B\2      /         B2\
= Awj + 2Bwj + C = A I Wj -\-j +ic-J
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where

Xk — Xk-l
A =->

ixk -£)(£- xt-i)iyj - yj-i)

(3.5)
— Uk-i,j + Uk-l,J-l Uk,j — Ukfj-i

B =-1
(£ - xk-i)iyj - yj-i)      ixk - Oiyj ~ yj-i)

and

iUk.j — Ukj-i)2 i — Uk-i,j+ Uk-i,j-i)2
C   =-1-!

ixk - £)iyj - yj-i)     (£ - xk-i)iyj - yj-i)

and hence

B2     iukj — Ukj-i — Uk-u + Uk-u-i)2

(3.6) C-=-•
A (xk - xk-f)(yj - yj-f)

With (3.4), (3.6), each of the n integrals in (3.3) becomes

C      (Uk.j —  Uk.j-l — Uk-l,j + Uk-l.j-l)2)
exp <->

. 1 ixt - xk-i)iyj - yj-i) )

.f_^p{-A(wj + ^}dWj

and finally with (3.5),

I    exp < — A\Wj-] >dwj

(3.8)    J-       X       K A)]
= (l\m = [*(**-Q (*-**-*) fo- y/-Qiw _

\a) L xk — xk-i J

By (3.2), (3.3), (3.7), (3.8) it isseen readily that P{xt_i, ?, Xfc.yi, • • -,yn}=l

and the uniqueness of the definition of mil) is established.

4. Properties of mil). From (2.2), (2.3), the value of mil) is non-negative

for any I Eg- We point out here that mi0)=O and m(C2) = l. Let 0<xi^l,

0 <yi S1, and 0 and C2 be given by

0 = {/G C2;/(x1, yf) E 0Ri}    and   C2{/G Ca;f(xu yf) E Ri}

then by (2.2), (2.3)
2

m(0) = Z-777, I exp\-— W«n = 0,
(5rXiyi)1/2J oifi (    xryi)

2

m^c^ = 7-^ I   exP i-r dUn = 1-
(TrXiyO'^Jij! (.    Xiyi)
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We also point out that m(P) is additive i.e. if J_, 72G,_i, IiP\Ii = 0 and

7iW72G^J then m(IiyJIf)=m(If)+m(If). This can be easily seen if we ex-

tend, if necessary, the restricting sets of the two intervals to two sets in the

same Euclidean space by adding restriction points and trivial restrictions on

the additional restriction points.

5. Countable additivity of m(I). To show that m(I) is a measure on A it

remains to show that m(I) is countably additive, i.e. if \ln] is a countable

collection of elements of A such that 7,-P\7y= 0 for ij£j and U",.i 2nG,_l, then

m(\J"=l If)= zZn=im(P)- In §5 we prove Theorem I which is an estimate

of m(I) when 2 is an interval disjoint from a subset of d defined by a Holder

condition. The proof of countable additivity of m(I) is based on this estimate

and is given in Theorem II, §8.

5.1. Theorem I. Let y be a fixed constant satisfying 0<7<l/2 and a be

an arbitrary positive number. Let a subset of d, Aabe defined by

Aa = {/ G C2; | f(xi, yi) - f(xh yi) \

fg a[(x2 - *i)2 + (y2 - yi)2]'''2, 0 fg *_, yu *,, y2 fg l}.

Then for any interval I disjoint from Aa

(5.2) m(I) < car*"1-™

where c is a positive number and is independent of a.

We prove Theorem I by showing that if an element / of d does not be-

long to Aa then it belongs to an element of a finite collection of intervals

{in} so that if IC\Aa = 0 then 2CUn 7„ and m(I) fg zZ* m(Jn)- The inter-

vals 7„ are so chosen that zZ" m(Jf) <co~8/(1_2t). The above is done by means

of Lemmas 1-4 which we prove in §§5.2-5.5. The proof of Theorem I itself is

given in §5.6.

5.2. The first lemma.

Notation. Let n be a positive integer and consider two sequences of

numbers 0 = £0<£i< ■ • ■ <?2n = l, 0 = wo<r}i< • • • <r;2n=l where £,-, Vj

=j/2n for j = 0, 2, 4, 6, • • • , 2". Let <Pk he the collection of points of the unit

square defined by

0* = \Pk\l,m] = (£_", 172*-), I, m = 0, 1, 2, • • • , 2*-k],   k = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ,«.

We shall often write Pk to mean a member of (P*. Let Xk {I, m} be the straight

segment connecting the two points Pk\l—l,m] and Pk{l,m] for. = l, 2, • ■ • ,

2"-*,m=0,l,2, ■ ■ -2n-k,k = 0,1,2, • • • ,«and Yk{l,m] he thestraight segment

connecting the two points Pk{l, m — l] and Pk{l, m] for 1 = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ,2n~k,

m = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , 2n~k, k = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n. When we are not particularly con-

cerned about their positions we will write merely Xh and F* for Xk{I, m] and

Yk\l, m}.

By t?° we mean the collection of right triangles with verticesP0 {l—l,m—l],
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P°\l, m-l}, P"{l, m} or with vertices P°{Z-1, m-l], P°{/-1, m},

P°{l, m}, il, m = 1, 2, • ■ • , 2") and by O1 we mean the collection of squares

with vertices Px{l-1, m-l}, P^l, m-l}, P^Z-1, m}, Px{/, tn},

(I, m = l, 2, • • ■ , 2"_1). The letter Q is reserved for the unit square.

The length of Xk{l, m] and Yk{l, m} will be denoted by X&. Then \k
= 2*/2n = 2k~n independently of I and m in case k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, but when

k = 0, \k depends on / and m and we only have the estimate 0<Xo<Xi = 21_n.

Every element of O1 has four sides of equal length Xi.

For any two points Pi(xi, yf), P2(x2, y2)G<2, the symbols d(Pi, Pf),

dx(Pi, P2), dy(Pu Pf) mean

diPi, Pf) = [ix, - xf)2 + iy2 - yf)2]112,       dx(Pu Pf) =  \x2-xx\,

dyiPu Pf) =  | y2 — yi | •

In connection with the above definitions we make a few remarks.

Remark 1. From the definition of CP* it follows that

(P* ;} (pw-i ik = 0,1,2, ■ ■ - ,n- 1).

Thus for any point on Q which is also an element of CP°, the superscript k is

not unique. However the largest superscript for the point is unique and will

be called the index of the point. Then it follows that if ko is the index of

PGCP0, then PGCP* for fe^feo and PG<P* for k>k0. On the other hand for a
segment on Q which is an Xk or a Yk the superscript k is unique and such a

segment will be referred to as an edge of index k.

Remark 2. If P = Pka{l, m} where k0 is the index of P and PEXh then

either P is an end point of Xk and hence PE$>k, ko^k, or P is not an end

point of Xh and hence PGCP*, k0<k. In the latter case Pk"{l± 1, m] GCPio+1,

where feo+1 Sk. A similar statement holds when PG Yk.

Remark 3. Suppose Po = Pkl!{l, mo} where ko is the index of P0 and Po

is on some Yh. If P0 is not an end point of Yk, then there is a sequence of

points Po, Pi, P2, ■ • ■ , Pp on Yk with decreasing (or increasing, if you wish)

y-coordinates such that the indices ko, ki, k2, ■ • • , fe/j-i of P0, Pi, P2, ■ ■ ■ ,

Pp-i satisfy fco<&i<£2< ■ ■ • <kp = k; in particular, P$ is an endpoint of

Yk and diPo, Pi) =X4o, diPu Pf) =X*1, • • • , d(P(,-i, P„) =X4/S_1. A similar

statement holds when Po is on some Xk.

Proof. If P0 is not an endpoint of Yk, i.e. if PoGcP* then k0<k. Let

Pi=P*»{;, m0-l} which belongs to CP^1 by Remark 2. If PiGcP*, let

Pi = Pk{h,mi}. If PiGCP*, let fei be the index of Pi and Pi=P*1{/i, mi} where

feo < feo + 1 ^ fei and fei < fe. We now repeat the process by letting P2

= Pkl{k, mi-l} which belongs to CP*1+1 by Remark 2. If P2GCP*, let P2

= Pk{h, m2}. If P2GCP*, let fe2 be the index of P2 and P2 = Pk2{h, m2} where

fei<fei + l^fe2 and fe2<fe. Thus repeating we obtain a strictly increasing se-

quence of integers feo<fei<fe2< • • ■ each of which satisfies kiSk. Since

the difference between fe and fe0 is finite, fe is reached in a finite number of
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steps, say in £ steps. Then we have Pp£(PkP with kp = k. By the choice of

Pi,Pi, • ■ • ,P pit is clear that d(Po,Pi)=K,d(Pu Pi) =\kv • ■ ■ ,d(P^uPf)
= X„;3.

We now state and prove Lemma 1 with the Remarks.

Lemma 1. Let f(P) be a real valued function defined on (P°. Suppose f(P)

is such that if Pi, Pi are the endpoints of some Xk or Yk then

(5.3) \f(P2) -/(Pi) |   fg bady(Pu Pi) where a > 0, b = (1 - 2->)/16

and

0 < y < 1/2.

Then for any Pu P2G(P°,

(5.4) |/(P2) -f(Pi)\   fg ady(Pi, Pi).

Proof. Let Pi, P2G(P° and Pi = (£P, nP>), P2=(£_, ij,.) and Pz = (U Vp>)-

Since c.7 does not satisfy the triangle law, one cannot get a satisfactory esti-

mate by going by short steps in a straight line from Pi to P3. In order to take

fewer (and hence longer) steps, it is necessary to zigzag along the edges of

larger and larger squares for which the inequality is known to hold. In this

way the number of steps of each length is kept bounded, and the sum of dy

distances can be satisfactorily estimated.

Consider/(P3) —/(Pi). It p = q, then Pi =P3 and the difference is 0. There-

fore assume, without loss of generality in the proof, that p<q, and consider

the set of integers p, p + 1, • • ■ , q. Everyone of these integers except pos-

sibly for p which may be 0, can be written as I2k with an odd integer /. For

an odd integer the exponent k is 0 and for an even integer k can not be 0

and is the largest possible integer for that number because / is an odd integer.

Let k be the greatest of all the unique exponents of p, p + 1, • • ■ , q. Let r

be a member of the set {p, p + 1, ■ ■ ■ , q] with this greatest exponent k. Then

r is unique for the existence of two such numbers would contradict the maxi-

mality of k. Now let r = I2k. We have p fg r fg g with p < g. Let P* = (£r, Vp') and

consider/(P3)—/(Pf). If r = q then Pi=P* and the difference is 0. Let us

assume then that r <q and express q — r in the binary scale

q - r = 2k« + 2k*-i + ■ - - + 2*i + 2*»

with ka > ka-i > ■ • ■ > h > k0 _± 0.

We point out that k>ka, for otherwise the choice of r would be contradicted.

It is clear that P* = (£r, np') is on some F* and P3 = (£„ np>) is on some F*°.

If Pi is not an endpoint of the Yko then according to Remark 3 there exists

a sequence of points Poo(=P3),Poi,Po2, • ■ ■ , Po,/.0 on the F*° with decreasing

y coordinates such that the indices &oo, feoi, £02, ■ • • , &o,/.0-i of Poo, P01, P02,

• • • ,   Po,/.0-i    satisfy   &oo<feoi<feo2< ■ • •    <k0,fs0 = ko   and   furthermore
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diPoo, Poi) =Xfc00, diP01, P02) =X*,„ • • • , diPo.h-i, Po.ef) =X*0,/j0_i, and in par-

ticular Po.Po is an endpoint of the F*°. Let Po,|30 = P*0{/o, mo}- If P3 is an end-

point of the F*° to begin with, let P3 = Po,0„ = P*°{/o, mQ} with fi0 = 0. In any

case Pko{lo—l, mo} is on some Ykl by (5.5). Now we iterate the above process.

If P*°{/o— 1, mo} is not an endpoint of the Ykl, then according to Remark 3,

there exists a sequence of points Pio( = P*°{/o—1, tn0}), Pn, Pi2, ■ • • , Pi.p,

on the Ykl with decreasing y coordinates such that the indices feio, fen, fei2,

• • • , fei.^-i of P10, Pn,   P12, • • • , Pi,/5,_i satisfy  fe0^feio<fen<fei2< • • ■

<fel,01 = fel>   diPio,   Pll) =Xk10,   rf(Pll,   Pl2)=Xiu,   •   •   •   ,   ̂ (Pl.pj-l,   Pl.flj) =Xjt1,01_l

and in particular Pi,3, is an endpoint of the Ykl. Let Pi,p1 = Pkl{h, mi}. If

Pko{lo — 1, mo} is an endpoint of Ykl to begin with, let P*°(/0—1, mf)=Pi.^

= Pklih, mf) with fii = 0. In any case Pklih — 1, mf) is on some F*2 by (5.5).

Thus repeating we reach a point Pa,pa = Pka{la, ma} which is an endpoint of

some Yk". Then by (5.5), Pka{la — 1, ma} is on some Yk and has the same x

coordinate as Pt- Yet Pk«{la— 1, ma} =Pa+ii0 = P*<'+i{/„+i, ma+i} with ka,»a

Ska+iSk. In this manner we construct a sequence of points which consists

of a+ 2 subsequences, {Poo, Poi, P02, ■ ■ • , Po,fS0}> {Pio, Pu, P12, ■ ■ • ,Pi.»i},

• • • , l-P.,), Pa,i, P«,2, • • • , Pa.»a}, {Pa+1.0} with fio, ft, • • • , fia^0 and a

sequence of integers which consists of a + 2 subsequences

| feoo, feoi, feo2,   -   •   •   ,feo,/90),  {felO, fell, fel2,   •   •   •   , fel./SJ,   •   •   •  ,

•\ka,0,  fea.l,  fea,2,   -   -   -  ,  fea,|5„J,   (fea+lj

with the property feoo<fen <fei2< • ■ ■ <feo,(30 = ^io<feu<fei2< ■ ■ ■ <ki,p,

^fe20< • • •   <fea-i,0a_i2sfea,o<fea,i<«2,2< ' " "  <ka,paSka+i-     Furthermore

Po.Soi Pi,0D   "   '   '   > Pa./V Pa+l.O have feo,^0 = feo, ki,ff1 = ki,   •   •   •   ,  fea,0a — fea, fea+1 as

their superscripts and each Pt,j of the rest of the sequence has fe,-,y as its

index. Any two successive points in the sequence are the endpoints of an edge

whose index is equal to the suffix of the first of the two points. This edge is

parallel to the y-axis in case the two points belong to one of the a + 2 subse-

quences and it is parallel to the x-axis if they belong to two consecutive sub-

sequences. In particular P0o = P3 and Pa+i,o has the same x-coordinate as P*.

Let the projection on the F* containing P* of each member Pitj of the

sequence Poo> Poi, • • • , P«+i,o be denoted by P*j and consider the sequence

Poo, P*o, ' ' " » P*+i,o- Any two successive points are the endpoints of an edge

parallel to the y-axis with an index which is equal to the suffix of the first of

the two points provided the preimages of these two points belong to one

of the a + 2 subsequences, otherwise they are coincident. We notice that in

particular P*+10 = Pa+i,0. Let us use the sequence of points Poo(=P3), Po,i,

• • • , Pa,f>a, Pa+i,,i = Pt+i,o = P*a,a)) P*„,-i, • • • , P*i, P*wi = Pt)  as inter-

mediate points between P3 and P* in estimating/(P3) — /(P|). Then by (5.3)

I /(Pa) - KPf) |   S 2ba £ X\ < 2ba(2a-n)y + £ 2(i-)7Y
>-o \ »-i /
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From   the  fact  that  0<y<l/2,   it  follows   that  2»< 1/(1-2-'''),   2(1-"'t

<2-»V(l-2_7)= Er=o 2(i"")1' and hence

|/(P3) -f(Pf)\   ^2ba zZ^-"^

(5.6)
=^ 2ba

= 2ba2^k'-n)y >__ 2(i-*«)T =-2^k"-n)y

tXa 1 - 2-y

Let us then estimate ci(P3, P*). The x-coordinates of P3 and P* are £,, and

£r and q — r is given by (5.5). If ka = 0 or 1, in (5.5), then q — rfg3 and by (5.3)

, . 3ba
\f(Pf) -f(Pf) | < 3bady(Pi, Pf) < dy(P3, Pf)

(5.7)
for ka = 0, 1.

Yet &„__;2.  Since  £q> (q — l)/2n whether q is  even  or  odd  and  similarly

irr<(/ + l)/2" we have, according to (5.5)

(q-l)-(r+ 1)      2k« - 2       1
d(Pi, Pf) - «. - & fc ̂ -'- ^ -^- iS - 2*«-,

(5.8) i

dy(Ph Pf) ^ — 2 *»-">?.

From (5.6), (5.8)

. 46a
(5.9) \f(Pi)-f(Pf)\   < x _ 2_T dy(Pt, Pf)    for   ka^2.

By (5.7), (5.9)

. . 46a
(5.10) f(Pi) - f(Pf)    <-— dy(P3, P3*).

1 — 2~i

Exactly the same estimate as (5.10) holds for the pair Pi and P* and from

the fact d(Pu P3) _5c.(P3, Pj*), d(Pu Pt), we have

86a
(5.11) f(Pi) - /(Pi)    <-— Wi, Pz) -

1 — 2~i

Again exactly the same estimate as (5.11) holds for the pair P2 and P3 and

from the fact that d(Pu Pf) ^d(Pu Pf), d(Pit P3) and

, , 166a
\f(P2)   -/(Pl)  I     <   YfT^Ty  ̂ Pl>   ̂     =   ady(Pi>   P2^

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
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5.3. Lemma 2. Let a real number be assigned to each element of (P°. Let f(P)

be defined on the unit square Q in such a way that f(P) takes on the preassigned

values on (P°, is linear on each element of the collection of triangles #° and for any

Pi, Pie<?°

(5.12) |/(P2) - /(Pi) |   ^adi(Pi,Pf).

Then for any Pu P_G<2.

(5.13) | f(Pi) - /(Pi) |   fg 22adi(Ph Pfj.

Proof. Let Pi, P2GC? be arbitrarily given. Let P3 have the same x-

coordinate as P2 and the same y-coordinate as Pi. Consider /(P3) —/(Pi).

Case 1. If Pi, P3 are contained in one element of $° let P*, P* be the

projections of Pi, P3 on the side P4 P5 of the triangle which is parallel to the

x-axis. Then from the linearity of/(P) on the triangle and by (5.12)

I /(Pa) - /(Pi) I   =   I f(Pf) - /(Pi*) I   - djfj' Pj]  I f(Pt) - /(Pt) I
(5.14) d(P"Pi)

dy(Pi,Pf) ,

dy(Pt, pt)

Case 2. If Pi, P3 are contained in one element of G\ then the segment

PiP3 is contained in at most four elements of t?°. Using the intersections of

PiP3 with the boundaries of these triangles as intermediate points between

Pi and P3 we have by (5.14)

(5.15) I f(Pf) - /(Pi) I   fg 4ady(Ph P3).

Case 3. If Pi, P3 are contained in two adjacent elements of O1 then the

segment P1P3 is contained in at most eight elements of #° and hence

(5.16) I f(Pi) - /(Pi) I   fg 8ady(Ph Pf).

Case 4. Finally when Pi, P3 are not in one or two adjacent elements of

Q\ let Q\, Q\ be the two elements of O1 which contain Pi, P3 respectively.

Let the intersections of the segment P1P3 with the boundaries of Q\, Q\ be

Ph. P31 respectively. Of the two endpoints of the edge of Q\ that contains

Pn, let P12 be the one contained in the same element of t?° as Pn and let P32

be chosen in the same way. Then Pi,P32 have the same y-coordinates. Con-

sider the chain of points Pi, Pn, Pn, P32, P31, P3. For the pair Pi, Pn and the

pair P31, P3, the estimate (5.15) holds; for the pair Pn, P12 and the pair P32,

P31, the estimate (5.14) holds and for the pair Pi2, P32 the assumption (5.12)

holds. Furthermore cf(Pi, Pf) ^d(Pu, P32) and ci(Pi2, P32) is greater than any

one of d(Pi, Pn), d(Pn, Pu), d(Pn, P31), d(P3U P3). Hence

(5.17) I /(P3) - /(Pi) I   < llady(Ph P3).
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From (5.14), (5.15), (5.16), (5.17), the estimate (5.17) for Pu P3 tor all
cases holds and with exactly the same estimate for the pair Pi, P2 we conclude

that

|/(P2) -/(Pi) |   < 22a^(Pi, Pf).

Combining Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we have:

5.4. Lemma 3. Let /(P) be a real valued function defined and continuous

on the unit square Q and linear on each element of #°. Furthermore let fiP) be

such that if Pi, P2 are the end points of some Xk or Yk

(5.18) | fiPf) - /(Pi) |  S ——— (1 - 2->)ad->iPi, Pf)
22 X 16

holds. Then for any Pi, P2EQ

(5.19) |/(P2)-/(Pi)|   Sad\Pi,Pf).

5.5. Lemma 4. Let 0^xi<x2^l, 0^yi<y2^l. Then for the interval

(5.20) /= {/GC2; |/(x2, yi) -/(xi,yi)|   >«|*.-*i|t},

mil) =0 in case yi = 0 and if yi^O

(5.21) mil) < exp \---1 .
Pl    ix2 - xiY^yi)

Similar estimates hold for the interval

I = {/ G C2; | fixi, yf) - /(x,, yf)\> a\y2-yi H.

Proof. The set I given by (5.20) is an interval with restriction points

(xi, yi), (x2, yi) and restricting set £ = {(«n, u2f) ER2; | «2i — «n | > a | x2 - xi | i },

a Lebesgue measurable set in R2. In case yi = 0, then since/(x, 0)=0 for

05=x5=l, the interval defined by (5.20) is an empty set and w(/)=0.

Letyi^O. By (2.2), (2.3)

,n    _i C C       I    M"      ("m - »n)\ J    .
mil) = —- I   I    exp<—-> dunduu.

ir[xiix2 — xf)]ll2yi J J E \    xiyi        (x2 — xf)yi)

With the transformation vx=Un, »2 = W2i-«n, the restricting set £ becomes

E= {ivi, vf)ER2, — °°<i|i<°o, \v2\ >b} where & = o|x2 —Xi| 7. Thus

mil) = —-=-<   I     exp<->dvi>
x[xi(x2 — Xi)J1/2yi I J-oo (.    x^i)      )

Uexp <-\dv2> .
.»,!>»         I     ix2 — xi)yi)      )
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The value of the first integral is (7TXiyi)1/2. To estimate the second integral let

w = Vi — b; then

r (      -vl      ) ("»        (-(w + b)2)
I exp<->dv2= 2 I      exp<-> dw

7|.2|>6        ((xi — xi)yi) Jo ((x2 — x_)y_;

(      -b2     )   r"       (      -w2     )
fg2exp<->   I      exp<->dw.

((xi — xi)yi)  Jo ((xi — Xi)yi)

The value of the last integral is (ir(x2 —xi)yi)1/2/2. From these evaluations

and estimates, (5.21) follows.

5.5. Proof of Theorem I. With notations introduced in §5.2, the set Aa

may be written: Aa= {fEd; |/(P2)-/(Pi)| fgad? (Pi, Pf), Plt P2G<2). Let
IES, IC\Aa = 0 and I={fECi, [f(*_, yf), • • • , /(*., yt)]<=E] where
0<xi<x2< • • • <x,fgl, 0<yi<y2< • • ■ <y.f_g 1 and £ is a Lebesgue

measurable set in Rat. Yet n he so large that

21_n < minjxi, ** — *i, •••,*, — *,_i, yi, yi — y_, • • •, yt — yt-i]

and 21_n<l— x„ 1— yt in case x,^l, y.5^1. Consider partitions of the inter-

vals Ofgxfgl, Ofgyfgl into the subintervals of length 21_n by the partition

points &, = 2./2»(Z. = 0, 1, 2, • • • , 2"-1). nim = 2m/2«, (m = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ , 2"-1).
Each interval £2(.-n <x<£_; contains at most one *,-, (»=1, 2, • • • , s). If it

contains one x. let £2._i=x.; otherwise let J-u-i = (i;ui-i)+l;ii)/2. Then

{xi, x2, • • • , x,} C {£i, £2, • • • , £2"). We choose odd numbered 77, in the same

fashion so that {yi, y_, • • • , y<} C{>?i, ij_, • • • , »?2n}. Let

<P° = {(£1, Vi), • • • , fe", >?_»)} D {(*_, yi), • • • , (*., yi)].

Yet <P° be restriction points of 7 by adding trivial restrictions at the addi-

tional restriction points and extending £ to a Lebesgue measurable set E' in

P4".

For any/G2, let/* be such that/*=/on (P° and/* is linear on each ele-

ment of #°. Since /* agrees with / on the collection of restriction points (P° of

7,/*G7 and hence f*(£Aa. Then by Lemma 3/* must violate (5.18) at the

endpoints of some Xk or Yk. Since/ agrees with/* on (P° which contains end-

points of Xk, Ykf violates (5.18) at the endpoints of some Xk or Yk. In other

words /G7_{£, I, m] or/G7_{&, ., m] for some k = 0, 1, 2, •••,»;/, tn
= 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , 2nM; where

/,{*,/,«} = (/GC; |/(P*{.,«}) -/(P*{f- l,m})|

> bdy(Pk{l- l,m],Pk{l,m}),

lAk,l,m] = {/GC2; |/(P*{.,.»}) -/(P*{.,m- l})|

> bdy(Pk{l,m- l], Pk{l, m}),
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1
(5.22) b =-■ (1 - 2-y)a.

22 X 16

We remember that Jx{k, I, 0} =Iy{k, 0, m} =0.

It follows then that

n      2""*   2"-*

/CU    U     U   iJx{k,l,m}yjJy{k,l,m}),
k=0   1=1     m=l

and from the finite additivity of m

„    2"-*     2"-*

mil) S £ £   £ {milx{k,l,m}) + milv{k,l,m})}.
i=0   1=1     m=l

By Lemma 4

<           i                .              -*2                 )              ,             -W )
mUx\ k,l,m\) S exp<-> S exp<-> ,

and from the independence of the last estimate from m and from the inde-

pendence and the similar estimate for »»(/„{fe, I, m}) from I

«(/) ^ 2 £ £ 2-* exp i---=-—-i .
t-0   1=1 Utl2* —   1(1-1)2*)      iy)

In the summation above, for fe = 0, £j —£;_i<2/2n and for fe^l, £;2* — £(!-i)2*

= 2t_" and consequently

mil) S 2r4»exp{-&22<"-IH1-2^} + £ 4»~* exp{ — 622("-*'<x-2t>} "1.

Reversing the order of summation in the second term above and then noticing

that the first term above is four times the (re —l)st member of the second

term after the reversion, we have

mil) S 2\A X 4"-1exp|-Z>22<"-1><1-2T>} + £ 4*"1 exp{ -i22tt-i>(i-2T>}l

co

(5.23) < 10 £ 4*"1 exp{ -J22(*-i)(i-2t)}
t-i

CO

= 10 £ 4~*42* exp{ -bn2^1-2^'2}.
k—o

To estimate the last series let us consider the function c/>(w) =u2 exp { — b2ux}

ior w S: 0 withX>0. This function has exactly one maximum at wmox = (2/X62)I/x

and the maximum value is given by <piumaf) = (\b2e/2)~2,x. It we identify u

with 22* and X with (1 -2y)/2 in the last member of (5.23) then
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(                        )       (il- 2y)b2e) -«/U-»»>
42* exp 1 -b222k^-2^l2\ S <->

and hence from (5.23), (5.22),

((1 - 2y)b2e) -4/<1~2^   •

mil) S 10 \--^—\ £4-*
\ 4 J A=0

40 f(l - 27)(1 - 2-^)2e) -4/d-27)
=  _J.:_1_1 a-8/(l-27)

3  I    (2 X 16 X 22)2    /

This completes the proof of Theorem I.

6. Compactness of Aa.

Lemma 5. The subset Aa of C2 defined by

Aa={fE C2: | fiPf) - /(Pi) |   S flWi, Pf), Pi, P2 E Q}

is compact in itself in the weak topology of C2, i.e. for any sequence {/„} C^4<.

there exists a subsequence {f„k} which converges point-wise on Q to an element

foEAa.

Proof. Let 0 = (0, 0). Then for any fEAa, PEQ,

(6.1) | fiP) |   =   | fiP) - /(0) |   S adyiP, 0) S 2^2a.

Let {/„} be an arbitrary sequence of elements of Aa and {Pa} be a

countable collection of points which is dense in Q in the usual topology. For

each Pa, the sequence of numbers |/n(Pa)} is bounded according to (6.1)

and hence has a convergent subsequence. Let {/i,«} be a subsequence of

{/„} which converges at Pi, {f2.n} be a subsequence of {/i,n} which converges

at P2 and so forth. Then the subsequence {gn} of {/„} where g„=/„,n con-

verges on {P«}. Let us define a function/0 on JP„J by/0(P«) =lim„^00 g„iPf).

For any Pav P„2G{Pa}, since g„G^4a,

(6.2) |/o(PBI) -foiPai) |   = lim | gniPaA - gniPai) |   S ad^Pk,, PkA.
n—»oo

To extend the definition of/o to the entire Q, let PG<2 and {P,} C |P«}

be an arbitrary sequence which converges to P and define/o(P) = lim,-^00/o(P,-).

The limit exists by Cauchy criterion for |/o(P\-2) — foiPi/) | ^ad1, (P,-„ P»2) by

(6.2) and limtl,,-2<00 d~>iPiv Pi2)=0. The definition of /o(P) above is unique.

For if another sequence {Py} C {P<*} also converges to P, then

lim/0(Py) - Iim/0(P,)   S   lim  adyiPi, Pf) = 0.
j—* oo i—» « i }j—* GO

The function /o(P) defined above is continuous on Q. To show this let

{Pi} EQ be an arbitrary sequence which converges to P, and for each Pi let
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JP;,*} C{P<*} be a sequence which converges to P., and let {PA CJPa} be

a sequence which converges to P. Then

lim/0(Pi) -/o(P)   =   lim  lim lim gn(Pi.f) - lim lim gn(Pi)
I—»m ;-+«> t—► « n—* qo i—*<x>  n—»«

fg    lim    ady(Pi,k, P{) = 0.

To show that/oG^4a let P, P'G(2 and {P.}, ,Py}c{P«} be two subse-

quences which converges to P, P' respectively. Then

I fo(P') - MP) |   =    lim  lim gn(Py) - lim  lim gn(Pi)
j—* co  n—* w i—* oo   n-+ oo

fg   lim  ady(P„ Pj) = ady(P, P').
i,.->°o

Finally to show that limre<00 gn(P) =/o(P) on (2, let e>0 be given,

{P.} C {P«} be a sequence which converges to P, io be so large that c_(P.0, P)

^(e/3ayy and AT be such that | gn(Pit>) -/o(P;0) \ <e/3 for n^N. Then since

gn./.G^a

| gn(P)   - f0(P) |     fg    | gn(P)   -  gn(Pi0) |    +    |  gn(Pi0)   " /o(P.0) |

+ I /o(Pio) - MP) I

g a<^(P,-0, P) + j + ady(Pio, P) g e      for « ii A^

and limn ^M g„(P) =/0(P). This completes the proof that the subsequence

{gn} C {fn] converges to/0G^4o.

Corollary. Let 7G,£l be defined by st restriction points (xi, yi), • • • , (x„, yi)

and a set G closed in the usual topology of Rst- Then JC\Aa is compact in itself.

Proof. Since a set closed in the usual topology of a Euclidean space is a

Lebesgue measurable set, 7 is indeed an interval. Let a sequence {/„} C7P\_40

be given. By Lemma 5, there exists a subsequence {gn} of {/„} which con-

verges to an element/o of Aa. To prove the corollary it remains to show that

/oG7 also. From the pointwise convergence of {g„} to f0 on Q and in par-

ticular on the restriction points, it follows that

lim [gn(xh yi), • • • , gn(xs, yi)] = [/_(*_, yi), • • ■ ,fo(xs, yd]
n—* co

in the usual topology of RH- Then since {/„} C7, [gn(xi, yi), • • • , gn(x>, yi)]

GG and since G is closed, [fo(xi, yi), • ■ • , /o(x„, yj)]GG and/0G7.

7. Lemma 6. Let 7G<0 be defined by st restriction points (x_, yi), • • • , (x„ yi)

and a Lebesgue measurable subset E of Rat as restricting set. Then for any e>0
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there exists a closed set GCfE such that the interval J defined by the same st re-

striction points and with G as restricting set satisfies m(I—J) <t.

Proof. If £ is a Legesgue measurable set in Rst, then for any e0>0 there

exists a closed set GQE such that (Yeh)m(E — G) <€o. Let

«o = €{7r"[*i(*2 - xi), •••,(*,— x__i)]([yi(y2 - yi) • • • (y< - y.__)s} ]1/2.

The interval 2 —7 is defined by the same st restriction points and with the

measurable set £ — G as restriction set and hence by (2.2), (2.3)

m(J — I) =  j   (st)    I  W{xh ■ ■ ■ , x„ yi, • • • , yt}duu • • • du,t
J    E-G   J

fg (Yeh)m(E - G) sup W{xh ■ ■ ■ , x„ y_, • • • , y,} fg e.
E-G

8. Countable additivity of m(I).

Theorem II. The set function m(I) is countably additive on $, i.e., if a se-

quence of intervals {In} C<0 is such that IiC\Ij= 0 for i^j and 1 = U„°_,i 7„G_h

then m(I) = zZi°-i m(If).

Proof. (1) Since g is afield 7„ = (7— U"=i2„)G,_f. It can be seen readily that

n„°_i7„ = 0. Then since {Jn} is a monotonically decreasing sequence,

limn^7n = nB",i7n = 0. From the fact that (U?=1 If)C\Jn = 0, 7=(Uy„17y)
U7n and m is finite additive,

(8.1) m(I) = m ( U Ij) + m(Jf) = E m(It) + m(Jf)       for all n.
\ 3-1      I 3-1

For the proof of the countable additivity of m we only have to show that

limn~xm(Jf)=0, i.e. for given e>0, there exists an integer n0 such that

m(Jf)<e tor ra__;«o.

(2) Let Jn he defined by sjn restriction points (x", y"f), ■ ■ ■ , (x"_, y"_)

with a restricting set £„ which is a Lebesgue measurable subset of RSntn. By

Lemma 6, there exists a closed set GndEn such that the interval Kn defined

by the same sntn restriction points and the restricting set Gn satisfies m(Jn — Kf)

<e/2n+1. Let 7n = n"=i2£y, and use the closed set which is the intersection

of the restricting sets of Ki, ■ ■ ■ , K„ as its restricting set (the restricting sets

all being raised to the same Euclidean dimensionality). Since Ln, Jn — Ln are

intervals, 7«C£^nC7„ and m is finitely additive

(8.2) m(Jf) = m(Jn - Lf) + m(Lf).

It can be seen readily that 7„ — 7„ = 7„ — DjLi 2£yCU"=1 (Jj — Kf), and hence

from the finite additivity of m

n n _ _

(8.3) m(J„ - Lf) fg E ni(Jj - Kf) < zZ -< —        for all n.
i-l i-i   2>+l       2
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(3) It remains to show that there exists an integer re0 such that w(L„)

<e/2 for reSjre0 by means of Theorem I. Let a>0 be so chosen that for any

interval disjoint from Aa, its measure is less than e/2. To show that LnC\Aa

= 0 for re^«0 for some integer n0. Yet Mn = LnC\Aa. Since {Ln} is mono-

tonically decreasing, so is {Mn} and lim,,..^ M„ = n™,1 MnE^"-i In = 0- We

claim that there exists an integer «0 such that Mn = 0 for re S: w0- Assume the

contrary, then since {Mn} is monotonically decreasing none of {M„} is

empty. Let fnEMn and consider the sequence {fn}- By Lemma 5, there

exists a subsequence {/„,.} CJ/n} which converges to an element f0 of Aa.

To show that/oGM„t for all nk, let nke be arbitrarily fixed. Since {M„k} is

monotonically decreasing fnkEMnkli for ret^reAo. Then by the corollary to

Lemma 5, there exists a subsequence {fnH} E{fnk} which converges to an

element/* of Mnk0. For any PEQ, the sequence of numbers {fnk,iP)} being

a subsequence of {fnkiP)} converges to/o(P). Thus /*(P) =/o(P) on Q, and

foEM„H. From the arbitrariness of the choice of «i„/oGtf», for all re*. Now

since/o belongs to infinitely many Mn, foEhm supn<0O Mn = limn~x Mn = 0.

This is a contradiction. Therefore there must exist an integer reo such that

Mn = 0 for all n^n0. Then by Theorem I jw(L„)<e/2 for re^w0, and by

(8.2), (8.3), miJf)<e for w^reo- This proves the countable additivity of m.
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